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[Start of Transcription]
LINDA: (00:00) I just really, really, really believe that if you believe in something
strongly enough and you have faith in what you believe in and whatever else helps
you get through life, then I would go for it.
[music]
MURRAY: (00:18) Welcome. My name is Murray Wright and this is Leadership
Moments where you will hear real people’s stories about the moments that have
shaped their leadership. You’ll get invaluable leadership insights, knowledge and
resources, and I hope some inspiration to be a better leader, make a better world and
live a better life.
[music]
(00:39) In my January podcast “Starting 2020 with Compassion and Action”, I referred
to an inspirational story of how a midwife from Edinburgh made a huge difference in
the lives of expectant mothers and children in Malawi. Today I talk with that midwife,
Linda MacDonald and she shares her story about what moved her to action, how
she grew a charity that raised over £600,000 over 12 years and what her leadership
moments were. Listen and enjoy.
(01:09) Linda MacDonald, welcome to Leadership Moments.
LINDA: (01:13) Thank you. Nice to be here.
MURRAY: (01:15) It’s great to have you. We know each other from a long time ago and
in January… We’d been corresponding a bit and I used your correspondence in part
of my podcast in January. And this was about the work you did in Malawi. Do you want
to talk a bit of how you ended up actually being in Malawi and doing that work and
creating that MUMs charity?
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LINDA: (01:46) Well, it started in May 2005 when I was working in Edinburgh in the
new Royal Infirmary which had a new maternity wing. And I’d been working labour
wards and some of my colleagues had been over in Malawi doing a week’s training
in one of the government hospitals. And they had some photographs and they had
some stories which they told me this night in May ’05 and the pictures I saw and the
stories I heard were absolutely horrendous. It was what I would call a watershed
moment when I saw these photographs of these dead babies wrapped up in material
lying on racks in a sluice waiting for the mothers to pick them up to go back to their
village. I just could not believe I was in this state of the art fabulous maternity unit and
yet there and then on the other side… You know, in Africa, there were women dying
in childbirth and babies that were dying. So, it was all part of normality for them and I
just thought I had to do something. So that’s when it all started was in May ’05. I went
home that day and my husband… I knew he would say yes to support me because… I
just knew he would. And I said, “How do you fancy going over to Malawi in Easter next
April?” So we went over.
(02:57) But in between that time I wanted to raise some money, take some money
over. For a couple of thousand pounds for Iain to do some painting, decorating, put
in new strip lights in the special baby care nursery, to give some… To do something
when we were there. So, I love cooking and my girls, who had left home, were always
asking me for my recipes for my brown bread and my Granny’s pate and all these
sort of things. So, I thought, “Right. Now is my opportunity to put these recipes into a
book to raise some money for Malawi.” So, I wrote in a little notebook that summer
all the recipes I was going to put in and my daughter, Sally, was an artist. She’s fourth
year at school, so she did the artwork in it. I then went to a friend in the Royal Bank
of Scotland and asked them, would they sponsor me 500 of the books so that I could
make £2000 at £5 each to go to Malawi? And they said, “Linda, you’re underselling
yourself. We will sponsor you for 5000 books.” And that October 5000 books came off
the printing press, MUMs, Malawi Underprivileged Mothers. I went back to my friend
in the Royal Bank of Scotland. He said, “Yeah. You can have another run of 5000.” I got
another run of 5000. I sold them in three weeks. We had made £50,000 for a hospital
in Malawi I’d never been to (and people were still wanting the books) in six weeks.
By that time, the papers… It was all over. In fact, it was even in the National Press
because within six weeks I had made £50,000 through a little recipe book. So then I
didn’t go back to the Royal Bank. I thought, money makes money. We then used some
of that profit to get another run of books for Christmas on the first year, ’05.
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(04:42) So, we went to Malawi, spoke to people in Malawi. What do they want? Well
the hospital consultant was German - Egyptian, a wonderful, wonderful man, the
Mother Teresa of women in Africa, and they wanted a new hospital, a high risk
hospital, for the women who were at high risk. So, I came back. Sally did me drawings,
12 new drawings from photographs I had done. I did a calendar that Christmas, 12
new recipes. Everybody bought but one, bought the recipe calendar. It was easy.
“When is Book Two is coming out, Linda.” So, the following year. I did Book Two. By
this time I had Sarah Brown who was the prime minister’s… Gordon Brown was our
prime minister at the time and his wife Sarah had lost her baby Jennifer and I looked
after her when she had her two boys. She was very much for the World Health
Organization and women’s… and tried to reduce maternal death in the world. So, she
was a great advocate for me and she wrote my Foreword for Book Two. And so Book
Two sold because Book One was still selling and it went on and on. To go through all
these years… There’s 12 years of it. Every day there was something to do with Malawi.
(05:51) But I did three books. We turned over something like £600,000, helped build a
new hospital, gave a lot of money to prevent the mother to child transmission of HIV,
which has been very successful. We built a new clinic for a lovely Malawian midwife
who worked independently from the government. We supported her. And I was at
the villages and I saw malnourished kids during the six months I was there and I built
nursery schools which were feeding stations which became schools.
(06:19) And that was it. I mean it was just an amazing, privileged experience and it
wasn’t even… I wasn’t even a hesitation on doing anything. It was just… It all felt right.
These are still going on. Everything’s still working. The villages are still going. I’m not
at all at the helm but there is sustainability there, which is great, and a little bit more
ownership amongst the villagers, which is good.
MURRAY: (06:41) I want to take you back to when you saw the photographs. What
was it that actually happened within you? What moved you to action?
LINDA: (06:53) I’ve often thought about that because it was such an impact. It was an
absolutely watershed. I’ve never had that moment before in my life, ever, ever. It was
reachable. That’s what I felt. I was so horrified at what was real. It wasn’t on a screen in
a movie. It was real. And it was the reality of it, and the fact that they were just… They
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were just… They weren’t even in a fridge, these babies. These were babies that were
just in a piece of cotton, bright-colored cotton African material. These babies, dead
babies are wrapped up in these materials lying on a rack and I was just appalled, it
was just accepted as being almost the norm. And I just thought, “That’s ridic… That’s
crazy!” And such a poor hospital, although very busy, much busier than the hospital I
worked in, but a government-run and the government in Malawi spend very little on
health and education. It’s not a priority with them. And I just wanted to do something.
I wanted to do something. And I just knew it was achievable. We could go over and do
something. I never imagined it would be this big, ever.
MURRAY: (07:48) It’s incredible! So, you said… What was it? Twelve years?
LINDA: (07:51) Mm Hmm. Twelve years.
MURRAY: (07:53) And through those 12 years… So, you’re a midwife, a mother and
you created this charity that raised over £600,000?
LINDA: (08:04) Yeah.
MURRAY: (08:05) What kept you going during that? Because you were still doing your
job at the same time.
LINDA: (08:09) Yeah. We were making a difference. I could see it. I have great belief
in what we were doing. It gathered rhythm. It gathered momentum. The belief was so
strong and I could see so many things that we could do that were achievable without
going crazy because I’m not going to… Realistically, I’m not going to save the world. I’m
not going to feed every child.
MURRAY: (08:35) Yeah.
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LINDA: (08:35) And back to my little phrase which I said so often and I have said it so
often. It’s about… Mother Teresa of Calcutta always said, “If you can’t feed thousands,
feed one.” And that really stuck with me hugely. That really helped me throughout all
of this. There was not… There are some things you have to get over, to move on, and
another obstacle to get over. There are a lot of obstacles because I was dealing with
Malawi. This wasn’t a charity around the corner that I could go and knock on the door
and say, “Hi. Let’s have a coffee and a chat.” This is working… I didn’t even know how to
work a computer. I had to get a friend to help me. What kind of laptop do I buy? What
do I push? And then I’m transferring money to Malawi, to the Nurses Association. I did
11 trips to Malawi over the 12 years, I think it was. So I got very used to going over. I
just hired a car and I stayed with a friend. It wasn’t difficult. The only difficulty was that
I was… My head was spinning. It was just completely, constantly in my head because I
was the secretary. I was the everything. I had a board, a great board of directors. I had
a board, a trustee. I hadn’t a clue what that meant. I didn’t… These were… I learned.
It was the biggest learning curve of my life. I could not believe what I was capable of
doing. But then my belief in what I was doing was so strong and I could see the light of
it every time like a channel. I could see the light there.
MURRAY: (09:57) Hi. Murray here. I hope you are enjoying Leadership Moments.
If you haven’t already, a quick reminder to go to www.murraywright.com.au and
subscribe. That way you’ll never miss an episode. When you subscribe you will receive
that Power of Questions white paper and I’ll send you the fortnightly Coaching
Moment with practical tips and tools to support your own leadership reflection and
learning.
Now back to the show.
(10:24) So, that brings us to our first Leadership Moments question. Who would you
say has influenced you the most?
LINDA: (10:31) A lot of people have influenced me in my life, that’s for sure, but
probably going back a long way, my grandmother was a great inspirational woman.
She was a pillar of society in Cork in Ireland where there was such a lot of poverty
in Ireland and they were ruled by the Catholic church and all that sort of thing. But
Gran was in committees for this… You know, for all sorts of different… For babies, for
older people. She was a part of the church and the nuns and the priests and all this
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sort of thing and she was always involved in women’s groups and the church, guild
and she was always doing something for others. And just those little things that she…
I believed and what she was… Yeah. I liked her old fashioned way of thinking about
things. She was a very proud woman, an outstanding pillar of society, well-known in
her area and did a lot of good. And I just admired her.
MURRAY: (11:19) So, how did she influence you then?
LINDA: (11:21) She thought of others.
MURRAY: (11:22) She thought of others.
LINDA: (11:23) Absolutely. Her life was not singular. Her life was about people and
more often than not it was people who were less fortunate than her.
MURRAY: (11:31) Yeah.
LINDA: (11:31) For sure.
MURRAY: (11:32) So during your time doing all this work in Malawi, I’m sure… You
talked about a lot of obstacles, a lot of challenges you had to overcome. Is there any
that stand out for you?
LINDA: (11:47) The weather was a very challenging part of the Malawi experience, as
you can imagine and I was there for the six months. So I did get the rainy season and
we were… I was out in the villages with a wonderful Malawian midwife called Beatrice.
She was a retired midwife and she was working for a charity called Joyful Motherhood.
And this charity dealt with supporting families where the mother had died. Because in
Malawi if the mother dies, chances are the baby will die because the only way they get
the milk is from the mother and babies were being pushed into the graves with the
mothers, the live babies. I mean horrendous stories.
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(15:27) So Beatrice and I were out one day to visit triplets. Their mother was still
alive here but she had three babies. Couldn’t feed them all. There’s no address.
The physical… There’s no address in these huts. They’re mud huts in the middle of
nowhere. And we come along to this bridge and we go over the bridge which had no
sides but you’re 20 feet, 22 feet more below, just concrete. And as I went over this
wee bridge I had to stop half way because there was… Actually the bridge got narrow.
In fact, too narrow for the car to go over. All the wheels to go over. So I was stuck in
the middle of this bridge and looking… I was… It was very frightening. However, there
were people around me and they stopped and they built up with stone bricks so that
my tires could go over the bridge, which we did. We got to the other side and we did
our business. We had to come back. We couldn’t go another way around. We had to
come back the way we’d come. When we went back. There was nobody there and I
had to go a bit of an incline up onto the bridge and over and I thought… I just thought,
“This is my time up.” I mean you can’t imagine how unsteady the whole thing was. But
I had a belief that I thought… I just gripped the wheel and just had to put my foot on
the accelerator and just go do what I could do. I was fine. I got through it. But I really
thought my time would be up. But there was someone looking after me. There had to
be. There absolutely had to be. So that was one of my stories.
MURRAY: (13:49) How about with people and getting people on board with you and
taking them on the journey with you?
LINDA: (13:57) Well, funny you should say that. Recently I was speaking to a very good
friend who was on the journey with me. She was my… She was on the secretary on
the Trust and a very good friend. Had been out once, came out to Malawi and Julie,
my sister also. And she has… They’ve all thanked me almost for (not that I feel I’ve
done anything) but I took my family and my friends on the journey with me. So from
this country on the journey… First of all it was with my husband. Without him I could
never have done any of it. My husband was my other half. No question. He was just
terrific in every way. He’s so proud of us actually. That’s what kept him. He was so
really proud and he always said it was like a good game of rugby. Nobody dropped
the ball. And he believed so firmly in what we were doing. It was working. It was
working. It was working. So we just kept going. So my family and my friends are truly
blessed that they were on the journey with me. And I involved them, if they wanted
to, and they came with me. And all these wonderful friends and people in this country
who bought books and took… People, new people and just came. They wanted a box
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of books and off they went with them. It was so encouraging and just inspirational,
inspiring from my point but also for them.
(15:06) In Malawi, the Malawians were very… “Of course, if a white person wants to
come over and help us then we’re not going to say no.” So there wasn’t that many… The
obstacles were more cultural and knowing they would take everything, but you don’t
want to do that. You wanted this to be in partnership with them as well. It’s about… It’s
all these lovely buzz words – sustainability, accountability but on this side it was easy
peasy mostly and on the other side it was great because they wanted you there. And
they were lovely people.
MURRAY: (15:37) How did you get your friends and family on the journey with you?
LINDA: (15:41) I’m never aware of actually a moment of thinking, “They’re coming on
board too.” I suppose I could talk my way around most things if I believe in it strongly
enough. Because of my belief and passion about, not just about Malawi but about
things in life, if I get an exciting idea suddenly, you know, and I will go to… Maybe not
Iain because he’s much more level headed than me. But if I go to my sister or a couple
of friends and I say, “Guess what? What do you think if we do this and we do that and
this could happen?” And they go, “Yeah. Wow. Yeah. Yeah.” So that’s how it just gathers
momentum. That’s what it does. It gathers momentum and I’m with people who are
like-minded to me. And most people out there are happy to so something that they
feel comfortable with if it’s going to help somebody else. And not only that, but I also
had a book to sell. It was a fiver. But we’ve got something to sell and it’s a good product
and everyone knows all my life that I’ve cooked. I have cooked and catered always and
everyone who knows me knows I’ve done it. So they were happy to sell books. And
people wanted them and it was, “Oh that’s great. I want some of those in my office.”
And off it went. So, it wasn’t a difficult thing to do and I had great, great friends and just
people worked with me. And it was not difficult, really easy.
MURRAY: (16:53) So the thing I took away from that was actually this… The belief and
passion that you have and you communicate that brings people along.
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LINDA: (17:04) Yeah. Absolutely.
MURRAY: (17:06) So through this journey, because you are actually a leader in that
moment and maybe not by title but just by action, by doing stuff and starting to make
a difference. That’s the definition of leadership. Was there any particular ‘aha’ moment
when you understood what that leadership was all about?
LINDA: (17:32) Not one particular moment. I did feel responsibility. I feel… I take
responsibility. I take it very well when I know what I’m dealing with. It’s like work.
Because you are a leader at work all the time. I mean I’ve been nursing for 42 years,
so I was happy to take responsibility and I was a leader in all sorts of ways even before
MUMs came along. So, with the MUMs program, it was natural to me and I didn’t have
one particular moment where I was aware. I quite like being a leader when I know
what I’m dealing with. Let’s be honest. So I didn’t have one moment of it. I actually
quite like being a leader when I know what I’m dealing with and it’s in my control. I am
a control freak, for sure. I like things done a certain way.
MURRAY: (18:22) Right.
LINDA: (18:22) Like grandmother.
MURRAY: (18:23) Like grandmother. Yes.
LINDA: (18:23) I don’t… uh huh. I don’t go in the back door. I don’t cut corners. If I’m
going to do it, it’s going to be done right.
MURRAY: (18:30) Beautiful. And during that time was there… We have talked a bit
about this before but in terms of a mistake or something that didn’t go right, that
whilst it was wrong at the time, it’s really given you a learning that you use now and
you still draw upon?
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LINDA: (18:54) Yes. Certainly, I think from the Malawi side there was one point we did
buy a grain mixer, I think, to make grain from the maize. We bought our own bits but
it actually never came to fruition and that was a bit of a waste of money. And that was
the only thing out of 12 years where I feel… However, I keep thinking that at least it
was gift aid. It wasn’t people’s £5. It was extra money that was not going to be wasted
money. But I was not there to oversee all the time and you cannot be… I couldn’t
have done everything all the time. So there is a certain point where you’re trusting
people in Africa to do a job and that’s not always easy, if you lose something like this
machine which never… It was in somebody’s sitting room for like six months not doing
anything and it could have been grinding grain but it never did. And who in heaven
knows where it is now? So that kind of thing, but if you’re just learning more about
the culture and that’s what I learned in 12 years. Every time that… If there was a little
thing, not even a big thing. I mean it was just about living in the culture and learning
about the people. So that has been a learning curve for sure.
MURRAY: (20:03) So what did you learn about living in the culture, learning about the
people? What was the learning? If you were going to give someone advice around
that, what would you tell them from your experiences?
LINDA: (20:18) Well, the people first of all are… You have to realise they’re positive.
They’re a ‘yes’ nation. Everything is yes. It’s a, “Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.” And if something’s
not right, I would say that was a “Yes. Yes,” or a “Yes. No.” Because they want to be…
They’re a pleasing nation. They want to please you all the time. So it can be wonderful
but it can be very frustrating. That’s because you don’t know where you are. So that…
(20:42) Yeah, but also remember… I think it would be the same for every African
country, not just Malawi and also, more and more so in the developed world… There
are those who have and those who have not and that divide is so much greater. And
the most upsetting and the most difficult thing to come to terms with and to live with
because I had to even ask the consultant about this. I was quite distressed about this
because you could be in a hospital, the old hospital, and a woman is dying in front
of you because she’s not got any blood. She’s come in… Laboring in the village and
she’s dead when she arrives. The baby’s dead, you know, stillborn. All these things
and yet up the road within two miles is a hotel and people are sitting in the hotel
having drinks in the bar. Now that does your head in. That really does your head in.
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Also, in the hospital, when we first went, there was a television screen in one of the
nurseries surrounded in… You know, in a cage so nobody could take it, so nobody
could pinch it. But in this TV screen was the CNN News in the United States. So
you’ve got this woman with her suit on in America on a screen in a hospital where
they’ve got one toilet with no door and doesn’t even flush. And there’s like 15 women
in labour using one toilet. And just that kind of cultural difference is very… In fact I
will never ever accept… Get used to that. Differences are so extreme. And that is a
really… I think if you’re going to Malawi, to be ready for the extreme of poverty. Yes,
absolutely, we have people here who haven’t been fed. Even in our climate at the
moment it’s awful and there’s always going to be charity at home first. Of course there
is. But the poverty is something like you’ll never see unless you’ve been, ever. And to
be ready to have your eyes opened but to respect their culture because they’re very
happy people. They don’t know any different. They can’t compare. And it is to be very
gracious and be privileged in their country and they are very loving, giving people.
MURRAY: (22:45) So here’s a question. What did you learn from them? What did they
give you?
LINDA: (22:51) I think they gave me such a… I can’t even… Probably it’s so enormous.
it’s more a privilege to be in their life, to actually… To allow me to be at root level.
Because of my nursing and cooking and my family, I was able to get right to the root
level, which is why the money got to where it was meant to go. So the privilege to
allow me into their lives was enormous. And to build friendships over many years. To
go to the village and to meet Nancietta. To meet the volunteer grannies who made
the porridge. To see the teachers. To see the kids running up to you. The privilege
is enormous. To experience something that half the world would love to be able
to do. And to be able to share my skills of being a leader, of cooking, of nursing, to
bring all those skills together and the love of my family, to bring it all together and to
experience that is enormous and I can’t… It’s just too overwhelming. It’s overwhelming
if you think about it all because what a privilege I’ve had.. So they have taught me so
much. I always knew I had… I had a lucky life. Before Malawi I appreciated my life. I
appreciated every day. I didn’t have to go to Malawi to do that but it emphasized it
even more.
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MURRAY: (24:11) You had to… Well, you didn’t have to. You withdrew from the charity.
It got very big. What happened as it got bigger?
LINDA: (24:22) It didn’t get so much bigger, Murray, as in… Because it could have got
bigger. Oh yes. They wanted me to go to all sorts of villages and start up different
feeding programs but I know it wasn’t possible. I didn’t want to give my life, you know,
painted that thinly. Not to be too thin but to keep it tight and do well where you’re in
rather than spread yourself too thinly and then not succeed. But I worked… Before it
all finished, a couple of years before, I was in touch with a wonderful organization in
Scotland and it’s actually international called Mary’s Meals and their ethos is about
“you can’t learn on an empty tummy”. So they feed children in Haiti, Malawi, I mean
in China, all over the world. And Mary’s Meals do a lot in Malawi and I joined up with
them and said would they feed our feeding programs? Because MUMs was almost
divided in two. It was divided into the maternal health then there was the children and
education. So the maternal health side, we had done our bit there. That was ongoing
and working without me, without MUMs I should say. The schools and the feeding
programs were ongoing but I was every… We had to raise money to keep paying the
teachers. And at some point in a charity you don’t want to tire your friends every year
of saying, “Here we are, Christmas again.” I’ve done the books. I’ve done the tea towel.
I’ve done the calendar. We’ve had five MUMs Ladies Lunches. We’ve raised money.
But at some point there has to be some way of… The buzz word, sustainability, and
I knew I couldn’t keep going and I don’t want to lose friends over this. I want this to
keep going. And you want people in Malawi to take ownership.
MURRAY: (25:53) So you want people in Malawi to… What did you say?
LINDA: (25:56) Take ownership.
MURRAY: (25:57) Take ownership.
LINDA: (25:57) Take ownership. Yeah. Take responsibility with a bit of help but to
do most themselves. They haven’t got the money. Of course they haven’t. However,
Mary’s Meals took on, with part of MUMs when I was still with them. They were able to
feed the children. So that was for a few years before I left, which was great. And that
continued.
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(26:15) The education part, I needed to find somebody to take over paying the
teachers. So, I met a lovely girl. I was introduced to her through somebody else. It’s all
about networking, biggest word. Another very important word doing this business. I
met Maria and she has a great charity called Smalls for All. And she gives underwear
to mainly women and girls but also boys in Africa. It’s about pants and underwear.
It gives them a feeling of safety and all the different things about underwear. How
important it is for people, for human beings to wear underwear. And Maria… I was
standing in Marks and Spencers, We were having a coffee. We’d met and I said to her I
was looking for an organization to take over paying the teachers. And she said, “Linda,
we’ll do it because we have some educational programs in Kenya and Ghana.” I said,
“Really?” She said, “Yes! But on condition you join our Trust.” So I did. So I’ve joined
Smalls for All and for two years Maria paid for the teachers and the ongoing villages
and they were being fed Monday to Friday. It was fine.
(27:23) So then in between all that, I was in touch with the main person who was
overseeing… a wonderful Malawi, a lady called Joyce. She was overseeing. I’m in touch
with her all the time and I said, “Joyce, can you try and get these communities to
become their own community-based organizations independently. And again, it’s just
becoming… So that each of them become their own community-based organization
and then they can apply for funding independently. And she did. And that was done.
So that’s good.
(27:51) So that was it and I stepped back at that point.
MURRAY: (27:56) So how was it to take that step back?
LINDA: (27:59) It was fine. I had no problem with it because I knew Mary’s Meals were
going to feed the kids. That was my priority. And the education was extra, really. So I
was happy. I could step back easily. No problem.
MURRAY: (28:13) All sorted.
LINDA: (28:15) Sorted. Well, a little tiny wee bit.
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MURRAY: (28:18) A fantastic story. If there were someone who was looking, a young
person or someone looking to do something and make a difference like you have
done, what advice would you give them?
LINDA: (28:32) I have spoken to a couple of young student midwives, student nurses,
and they’re a good audience. And they’ve got their youth behind them. So they’ve
got the passion, which can be exhausting. I can exhaust people just by being in the
same room with them. I just really, really, really believe that if you believe in something
strongly enough and you have faith in what you believe in and whatever else helps
you get through life, then I would go for it. Realistically, yes, you have to do your
homework. Absolutely, you’ve got to do your homework. And you will come against
because nothing in life runs smoothly. But if there’s a way around it, you go around it
and you just move on and you can see the difference you’re making. And when you
see it that drives you further forward.
MURRAY: (29:26) Beautiful. Now I talked about this earlier, favourite question. Have
you got a favourite question that you use either to create some self-reflection? You
know, you use it for yourself. You use it when you meet others, when you’re talking,
for example, to those midwives and you’re mentoring them. Any favourite question
that comes up?
LINDA: (29:50) A question. What I probably would say if I were speaking to somebody
about this or if I were meeting somebody, I would maybe say to them, “How do you
feel about it? What are your thoughts on the subject?” So that is really just putting
over to them, “What are your feelings on it? What are your thoughts on the subject?”
That’s really… It’s your thoughts on the subject and what do you feel about it? And
then they’ll come back to you.
MURRAY: (30:12) It’s actually wonderful because quite often we talk a lot but we never
ask people what their thoughts are, so…
LINDA: (30:18) Yeah. Oh yes, it’s good to go to other people because I’m very aware,
Murray. I’m very aware of what I’m like. I mean we’ve all got lots of craziness about
us and our warts and all, but I do know that I am a very… You know, I don’t want to
overtake everybody and I’m aware I’m not going to step back because I can be quite
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overpowering and I’m an outgoing person. I’m not an introvert. I’m an extrovert. So I
am very aware of trying really hard to step back and say, “What are your thoughts?”
Because I’ve always got plenty.
MURRAY: (30:50) So how did you learn that? Was there a moment when you realised,
“Wait a minute?”
LINDA: (30:58) Yes. Maybe there was… Maybe this is your ‘aha’ moment coming up,
Murray.
MURRAY: (31:00) Yeah.
LINDA: (31:01) And maybe being part of a Trust.
MURRAY: (31:04) Yes.
LINDA: (31:05) Because even though I was a chairperson I was not the boss.
MURRAY: (31:09) Right.
LINDA: (31:10) Well, I was in one respect. People would laugh and say, “Aye, aye. Right
Linda.” But in some respect I was. But I had to listen really carefully to everybody else
because everybody else had got a say and there was five, six of us. And even though
I was the leader, and I was the chairperson and all these women weren’t, but I could
not move forward unless everybody agreed and we were all on this. I had to listen to
everybody’s opinion. And I did listen. And I took on board what they said. They kept
me right. Of course they did. That was the whole point of a board.
MURRAY: (31:41) Yeah.
LINDA: (31:41) We worked together. We were a good team. We were a good team.
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They’d go everywhere I went. It was a team and my husband was a great one about
teamwork and as a family, as I’m sure you are with your children. It’s about being a
team.
MURRAY: (31:52) So with that listening more, hearing other people’s opinion, what
changed?
LINDA: (32:00) Just a bit of reflection on just not to be as… not bossy is not the word.
That other people have got a say in this. It’s not always about me and I’m not always
right. Because I’m not always right. I am a lot of the time when it came to MUMs. We
did very well but I’m not always right.
MURRAY: (32:17) You can remember once or twice when you were wrong? Yeah.
LINDA: (32:19) Once or twice. Exactly. But it is about… It is about… Yeah, just to be
a bit more open, that I’m not always right, and things can just be a little bit slower,
maybe. “Don’t gallop quite so much, Linda, just pull back a wee bit.”
MURRAY: (32:35) So you have the… Well you were recognised. You were awarded an
OBE.
LINDA: (32:40) I was. I had a doctorate as well.
MURRAY: (32:43) That’s right. Honorary doctorate at what university?
LINDA: (32:45) In Strathclyde University.
MURRAY: (32:47) Strathclyde Uni.
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LINDA: (32:47) In Glasgow. That was a wonderful day. And the first thing I was
awarded was from my church, a wonderful church. One of the elders nominated me
for Edinburgh Citizen of the Year Award. That was the first one and I was in the City
Chambers.
MURRAY: (33:03) So what are you busy with now?
LINDA: (33:07) Now I am enjoying retirement. I retired two years ago, 2½ years ago,
and glad to be away. Although of course all these wonderful health workers at the
moment are… But going back to work. But I don’t feel… I feel I’m… I’m 60 now. I’m
nearly three years away and I feel I couldn’t quite give the energy to the health service.
However, I can do my bit for my neighbours around me. Do their shopping or what
have you is what I’m doing and also during the year I help on a… I drive the Care
Van which goes out all around Edinburgh. Every church takes a night and we drive
out and give soup and sandwiches and soup and rolls to the homeless. Yeah, and
there’s always something to be done. I’m always doing something, cooking usually. I’m
thinking about making scones for my neighbours for Easter. There’s a lot of them but
I don’t think I’m… I’m going to give them… I’ll put the scones into a little brown bag and
call it A Hug in the Bag and I’ll drop them off at everybody’s door. But I’m always going
to be doing something.
MURRAY: (34:05) I’d better let you get back to it.
LINDA: (34:08) Oh, you’re fine.
MURRAY: (34:09) Linda MacDonald, thank you so much. It’s been such a great chat
and to hear that story. Have we missed anything? Is there anything else to be said that
if you think about people who listen to this who are leaders, who are just going about
life. Is there anything else to be said?
LINDA: (34:32) I think, as we said earlier, it’s about belief in what you’re doing is right.
It’s your instincts telling you. Your heart and your head working together that you
know that’s the right decision. And if there’s a doubt, to actually go and… It’s about life
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anyway, nevermind just in this particular subject of MUMs, but if there’s something
that’s niggling as you teach your children, if you’re not happy, listen to it and say it out
loud because actually sometimes it’s in here and we don’t say it. And if you’re in doubt
about something, don’t do it. You’ve got to be 100% about it. But if it’s an obstacle,
you go with the obstacle. You work through it and it feels okay again because there’ll
always be obstacles. But it’s having belief in what you’re doing and you really truly are
going to make a difference.
MURRAY: (35:18) But I also love that… What did you say? With your head and your
heart and if there’s a doubt about something just say it.
LINDA: (35:26) Yeah.
MURRAY: (35:27) Beautiful. Thank you.
LINDA: (35:29) Pleasure. Thank you for asking me. I feel quite honoured.
MURRAY: (35:31) No. No. We are the ones who are honoured. Thank you. Wonderful
story.
LINDA: (35:36) Thank you.
MURRAY: (35:37) And thank you for your inspiration.
LINDA: (35:40) A pleasure. Thank you, Murray.
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MURRAY: (35:41) That’s it for today. So much to take out of that. Believing in what
you’re doing. Taking people on the journey. Compassion, keeping your focus on
what you’re doing well and not spreading yourself too thin. Listening, learning to
ask questions and adjust your own style to match others. And that really powerful
reminder from Linda at the end. Listen to the heart. If there’s a doubt or something is
niggling at you, say it out loud because it’s important. That’s it. Until the next time.
[music]
(36:16) Thank you for listening. Check out the Show Notes for the key learnings,
resources and transcripts from this episode. You’ll find all the previous episodes,
Leadership Questions and other resources on the podcast page at www.
murraywright.com.au. Remember to hit the subscribe button while you’re there
and receive the fortnightly Coaching Moment newsletter. One last thing, if you enjoy
Leadership Moments, it would be great if you could leave a rating on whatever
platform you are using. That will help others find it. And of course, share it with your
friends and colleagues. Thank you and until the next time.
[End of Transcription]
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